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Welcome to our Bumper
Convention 2021 Round up Issue!
Welcome to this special edition of the monthly TESOL-SPAIN newsletter where we give you a
round-up of this year's 44th Annual Convention - held 100% online for the first time ever!
Dear TESOL-SPAIN members,
In this month’s issue, we wanted to share some of the great
feedback we received during and after our online convention – and
also to remind you that, as members, you can revisit sessions you
especially enjoyed or sessions you missed!
We received some super feedback for Emily
Lee’s March webinar on Managing Challenging
Behaviours in Hybrid Teaching, so make sure
you join us for this month’s session with
Riccardo Chiappini - on Friday 23rd at 11am
(and let us know what you think of the new
time!).
On the subject of finding out what you want from TESOL-SPAIN,
there’s a very brief survey on page 12 which will help us tailor our
exciting new proposal - something we hope will pick up where the
WHOVA Community Board left off.
Don’t miss Daniel Brint’s marvellous monthly musings, an invitation
to read our first digital publication of TESOL-SPAIN's Collected
Papers, details about interesting upcoming events and a book for
review (contact us on tesolspainpublications@gmail.com).
Hope you managed to grab a few days in the Easter sunshine and
are ready for Term 3. Look after yourselves!
All the best from the Media Team
Rebecca, Ryan, Emily, Daniel and Ceri
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General
Overview
Highlights from the convention
4 days
2 weekends
4 plenary speakers
62 speakers in total
53 workshops and webinars
3039 hours streamed live
17 sponsors
400+ attendees
from 24 countries

Our FIRST 100% online convention!
Thank you for being part of it!

Good connectivity.
Good vibes, in general. A
good picker-upper, as
always. Plus lots of good
advice, input and ideas.

inspiring
Easy access and

speakers!

possibility to watch
sessions at a later
date.

the platform was
user-friendly and
Huge range
of talks and

allowed a lot of
interaction

speakers

CLICK TO ENTER WHOVA,
CHECK OUT THE AGENDA
FOR THE TWO WEEKENDS
AND WATCH THE
RECORDINGS
22

Post-Convention
Interviews
TESOL-SPAIN POST-CONVENTION INTERVIEW #1
Rebecca Place, TESOL-SPAIN Media Officer, interviews Gerard McLoughlin, TESOLSPAIN President and Convention Coordinator, and Ryan Gornall, our resident TESOLSPAIN tech guru!

Click on the image to watch
the interview on the TESOLSPAIN YouTube channel.

TESOL-SPAIN POST-CONVENTION INTERVIEW #2
Emily Adrianova, TESOL-SPAIN Assistant Online Resources Officer, interviews Karen
McDonald, TESOL-SPAIN Speakers' Resources Coordinator, and Carmen Arias, TESOLSPAIN Area Coordinator for Castilla y Leon North.

Click on the image to watch
the interview on the TESOLSPAIN YouTube channel.
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Behind the scenes &
manning the screens

A huge thank you to all the monitors who worked so hard behind the scenes - it
wouldn't have been possible without you. And a special thanks to Ryan Gornall, manning
the screens from mission control and keeping everything flow so smoothly and
efficiently!
For me the most rewarding experience of being a monitor in TESOL-SPAIN online2021 has been the direct contact
with speakers. The feeling of responsibility of performing well mixed up with the special bond created among us
when we met one to one in rehearsal sessions. When the monitors had our own meetings we used to call them “our
speakers”” my speaker wants to know…“ my speaker wonders…” and I like to think they somehow felt backed up
knowing we were around. (Carmen Arias)

"Homologación" (reconocimiento de créditos) in times of Covid
One of the behind-the-scenes challenges that faces us every year is the process of applying for and being
granted "homologación" (reconocimiento de créditos), allowing us to confer official certification of attendance at
the convention as agree by the Ministry of Education. In f2f conventions, teachers who are applying for
certification need to verify their attendance at each shift by signing a document at the registration desk. Moving
the convention online created a new challenge for both the Ministry and TESOL-SPAIN. How were delegates
going to be able to verify their attendance? Simply signing in online was not going to be enough. The Ministry
realised that they would also need records of active attendance in the form of answers to questions in each of
the sessions. Luckily, Whova enabled us through the chat and Q&A to collect and compile those answers. A
huge thank you needs to go out to Daniel Brint and Rosa Gutierrez for all their hard work behind the scenes,
before, during and after the convention as they try and ensure that the minimum number of applications
required by the Ministry are successfully processed. Our thanks go out too to all the attendees who are
collaborating in this mammoth task!
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One of the most pleasing - and possibly unexpected - aspects of the app was the
Community area and the range and depth of conversations that were on-going, not only
during the actual convention, but also in the weeks leading up to and around the event
was fascinating and gratifying. We had been worried that an online event would fail to
bring people together in the same way as a face-to-face event. But it seems that this was
not the case! As the figures show.

PARTICIPATION

Meetings were arranged, photos were taken and shared, contacts were made. Virtual
coffee-breaks and vermouth meet-ups, as well as endless chats in and out of the
sessions brought people together online as much as - if not, dare we say than? - face-toface. Thank you so much to each and everyone of you who contributed to this amazing
online community!

Find out more on the next page!
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More news from

our WHOVA
Community Board

We have our very own convention playlist!
Dear team,
A quick note to share the Spotify collaborative playlist I’ve
created for the Conference (click on the image to see the playlist
on Spotify).
The participants have been adding their favourite songs and the
results are fantastic! This idea come out from the Hey, music
lover! Created by Kevin Curtis. We found out that many of us are
music enthusiasts. Delightful experience!
Mikaela

Mikaela Armelini is a Cambridge certified teacher based in
Argentina. She has got experience across all educational levels and
teaching modes, including face to face, hybrid and remote. She leads
a CPD scheme, delivers webinars and online courses. You can find her
on social media as @remoteteachingtoday, a blog about teaching and
learning, Neuroscience in the classroom, learner engagement and
more.
Instagram @remoteteachingtoday
Facebook page @remoteteachingtoday
Twitter @neversoremote
LinkedIn http://linkedin.com/in/lic-mikaela-armelini

A big thank you to Mikaela from all the
TESOL-SPAIN convention team!

And here are the winners from
our Community contests!
A huge thank you once again to each and
very one of you who took part in the
contests, the conversations, the meetups and the general chat in the Whova
Convention Community. You brought the
convention to life in a way we just
wouldn't have thought could be done!
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A shout-out for our
Convention SPONSORS!

...and providing all these wonderful prizes!
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MEMBERS'
REVIEWS
Julie Eckroth
(julie_eckroth@yahoo.es)
Julie holds a Master’s Degree in Second Languages and Cultures Education
from the University of Minnesota. She has taught students of all ages for
more than 30 years. For the past 20 years she has worked as a public
school teacher in the Madrid area, specializing in young learners.

J

First and foremost, congratulations to the TESOL-SPAIN organizational team for putting together such a wellrun conference under exceptional circumstances. I was impressed by the variety of sessions offered by native
and non-native speakers, practicing teachers, materials writers and researchers from around the globe. I
learned from every session I was able to attend, but have decided to focus on the four that had the most
impact on me.
As a teacher of young learners in a public school setting, I could genuinely relate to John Harrop! (Using
Puppets with Infants and Primary Learners.) His mastery of puppetry technique and practical advice for both
creating and using puppets with children was educational, inspiring and just plain fun!
Harry Kuchah Kuchah, (Plenary Speaker – Developing and Fostering Pedagogic Partnerships for Meaningful
Learning) made me realize that although I have grown so much in this year of change, I have plenty more to
learn. He reminded me to continue to focus on the learner, and that the best pedagogical practices may
indeed be developed under the direst of circumstances.
I was thrilled to hear Tyson Seburn talk about inclusion. (Representation Matters in Materials) I have witnessed
how young learners are empowered when they see themselves reflected in classroom materials. I hope that
publishers at all levels take note that, as Tyson said, “reality has variety.”
Finally, Gina Hennigan (Dyslexia in the Classroom: Inclusive Language Learning Practices) gave a clear,
informative talk full of practical guidelines and examples. This is a session that I will definitely watch again. In
fact, she inspired me to finally sign up for the Future Learn course on Dyslexia and Foreign Language teaching
(futurelearn.com). Thank you Gina!
I hope to attend TESOL-SPAIN’s 2022 conference in person. It is a pleasure to be a member of a group of such
dedicated, motivated, inspiring professionals.

More views & reviews on the next two pages!
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MEMBERS'
REVIEWS
A World of surprises!
María Gil Alonso
I had planned to attend the convention long before
March. Last year we were all lost in our personal
survival and the year before I simply found it too
difficult to get the time and space to participate. So
this time I had the date well marked on my calendar
and was hoping to receive new inspiration or simply
reminders of those old techniques I had once
practised, enjoyed and then forgotten at the
bottom of my heavy treasure chest. This time was
going to be online, that made me think of pros and
cons: I could attend the sessions in my pyjamas
with a nice cup of coffee, that was definitely
appealing to me, but the chance to get to know
other teachers, the exchange of ideas in the
corridors, the complicity... that would absolutely not
be the case this time. “No time for complaints,
Adapt! is the new war cry, let's see what happens”, I
thought.

María Gil Alonso is an
Anglo-German phylologist,
who has been involved in
language teaching since
1998 and in EFL since
2008. She's the director
of two language schools
In the rural area of Navarre,
'Ludoteca de Idiomas de
Aoiz’ and ‘Ludoteca de
Idiomas de Aoiz Lumbier'. These non-traditional
language schools use all 5 senses to arouse curiosity
and create a genuine necessity and desire to
communicate. In these centres, the teachers create
motivational activities which enable the students to
improve their language skills whilst focusing on a
non-language related task. Language learning occurs
in combination with, for example, arts, cooking, yoga
and nature excursions. On the never-ending path of
building herself as a teacher, she follows the motto
"Fill your life with interesting experiences if you aim to
be an interesting teacher".

First surprise: Whova, ¡sí que vaaaa !'
I was starting to get nervous with all these supertech teachers climbing up the ladder of the leader-board, the
many prizes, the exhibitors, the loads of messages... wow María! Do you really think you'll be able to find your
way around this platform? Again no time for complaints, adapt, remember, all these platforms should be, as the
Germans say 'Idiotensicher', everyone should be able to understand them. Little by little, I began to participate
in the groups and people answered me right away. It was amazing, there was real contact with people, an
exchange of ideas.
Second surprise: the talks.
In the face to face sessions I was too shy to converse with the speakers or to pose my burning but maybe not
too bright questions. This time it was much easier for me to interact with the speakers who inspired me in
private and they were so accessible and willing to answer my questions. Even in groups I participated
spontaneously and discovered my sharing was enriching the community.
Third and biggest surprise: the possibility of 6 months to revisit.
Really? Can I choose the sessions again? Can I go back to my students with my puppets and practice with them
and then come back to John Harrop and listen again to his wise tips? I feel like a little girl with new shoes!

María's review continues on the next page
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María Gil Alonso
A World of Surprises!
(continued)

MEMBERS'
REVIEWS

What I enjoyed most:
John Harrop - the pleasure of having an artist, who, apart from that, teaches English. His puppets were, as he
said, good friends of his (they really seemed to be alive – you can imagine the effect on children) and his tips
were very useful. I had to laugh when he talked about other teachers, pointing to children with a dead puppet
on their hands, that had been exactly my case, just before I gave up using puppets in class.
Jessica Mackay's Whatsapp project - I put in practice the whatsapp ideas with one of my teens groups and it
really worked. I had time to ask Jessica some new questions about my experiment.
Lindsay Warwick's exam preparation tips - On the arid terrain of exam prep I really welcomed Lindsay’s
sharp ideas regarding the four skills.
Emma Heyderman's community – It brought me back to the do’s and don’ts of group dynamics. I needed to
reflect on the subject one more time.
Rebecca Lamaire's storytelling - This made me feel like a little child enjoying being captured by the magic of
the story. I observed the importance of taking care of the details, and the use of sound to accompany a good
story.
Harry Water's zooming around - Great creativity, such simple ideas to make a class lively and fun even when
the physical presence is not there.
Chris Roland’s best ideas for Zoom classes – I have long been an admirer of Chris Roland and this session
didn’t disappoint. He was talking about teaching online during the pandemic and offered great proposals
aimed at maximising the experience for both teacher and student. Chris' down-to-earth attitude makes me feel
very understood, accompanied in my uncertainties. His 'Rafa' problems are mine as well, his crazy zoom hours
were mine as well. I didn't put shampoo on a plastic film but I had some great cooking evenings, which I would
love to share with him and all of you.
To sum up, throughout this pandemic, each of us has found ourselves lost on a new path, a fearful world,
trying to fill the screen with our presence. We've been through it, well supplied with toilet paper, baking powder
and perseverance. And here we are, in a new space full of richness and surprises.
Thank you all for co-creating, and let's go on sailing to the seas we are about to dream of.
Maria
P.S. Last surprise! I won a prize!

If you want to catch up on any of the sessions mentioned
in the reviews, just visit the Whova Convention app!
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MEMBERS' &
SPEAKERS'
REVIEWS
Juliana Bustamante - Independent English and Spanish teacher as foreign
languages. B.A. in English Language Teaching. Universidad Nacional Autónoma
de México (UNAM). B.A. in Journalism and Communication. (UNAM). 15 yearsexperience in teaching children, teenagers, adults and developing English for
Specific Purposes courses. Currently based in the south of France.
busjuliana@gmail.com

Smiling is my favourite hobby!
Motivating, inspiring and interesting was Gregg Sotiropoulos's talk, Public speaking and presentation skills: No
more butterflies in your stomach, presented March 14th. I really enjoyed his words because he went back to the
origin and the substance of teaching which I will summarize with his own words: Do what you love and love what
you do. We should be passionate about teaching no matter the difficult times we are living in and we have to
project our passion to our students. Gregg emphazised many points that we might be forgetting nowadays in
our new 24 hrs-online profession. Some of these are: being spontaneous, honest, empathetic, authentic and
most of all…. keep smiling!
Now that we are living inside the computer all the time and we are very worried about our slides, new
applications, audios, videos, etc… we have to stop, breathe and smile (Gregg’s words) and I totally agree with
him. We all have big personal and professional challenges because of the current pandemic situation but this
should be taken as a great opportunity to grow and improve ourselves.
This is the first time I attended a convention at TESOL-SPAIN and I just feel very happy: I learned a lot, I met
people and I interchanged opinions and feelings. Very productive weekends. All speakers were really good.
Thank you all!

I attended the 44th TESOL-SPAIN online conference and I must say
that I was impressed by how well it was organised. The Whova
platform was user-friendly and offered different functions such as
agenda, attendees, community, sponsors, exhibitors and so on. As a
result, using all these facilities was not time-consuming. Moreover,
being able to exchange messages with attendees was very useful,
and I took advantage of it to connect with some colleagues. The four
plenary talks and some others that I attended were interesting and
thought-provoking.
There were some technical glitches. For example, in the middle of my
own talk, my computer just blocked and, fortunately, I managed to
sort the problem out. Also, I was not able to access the breakout
rooms or the chat box. I am therefore grateful to Rebecca Place, the
monitor of my session, who was kind enough to read all the
messages in the chat box to keep me informed. As an alternative, I
used the Socrative platform, which showed the attendees’ responses.
Congratulations to the TESOL-SPAIN team who made this event a
great success! I would certainly recommend it if it were to take place
online again in the future.

Ruby Vurdien
(MEd, EdD),
Director of
White Rose
Language
School, has
been an EFL
teacher for
over thirty
years. She is
also a Teacher Trainer, a Cambridge
English Speaking Examiner and
Materials Reviews Editor for IATEFL
Voices magazine. Her research
interests focus on telecollaboration,
intercultural learning, and the
application of internet tools in the
classroom, areas in which she has
published several articles and book
chapters.
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Announcing the first TESOL-SPAIN
coffee morning meet-up
Following on from the great success of the
Community area on the Whova app and
the interest generated by it, we want to
propose a new Professional Development
format: the TESOL-SPAIN coffee morning
meet-up.
Less formal than our monthly webinars, but more structured than our social media
groups, the Coffee Morning Meet-ups will have a different theme each month, a theme
that will be proposed by our members through an initial survey and continuing
conversations on various different platforms.
To kick off the initiative, we propose that the first theme be Community - and its role in
Continuing Professional Development. We will hold three separate Meet-ups during
the same week at three different times, hoping to find times that will suit as many people
as possible. To do this, we are going to ask you to help us by completing a simple survey.
We will use the answers from the survey to help us organise the first round of Meet Ups.
This first round will take place during the week starting April 19. Each Meet-up will last
45 minutes. They will be held in the TESOL-SPAIN Zoom room and will have a different
host each time, but the basic questions, structure and input will be the same. The
direction and the conversations will vary, no doubt, from meeting to meeting, and depend
very much on the make-up of the group each time. We will use breakout rooms to
facilitate special interests and specific contexts.
It's going to be an exciting experiment and we're really looking forward to sharing it with
you! So, please take the survey - it's very short and simple and will take only a few
minutes. It will help us enormously in taking this first step in a new direction!

TAKE THE SURVEY
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Members' Perks -

for members old and new
Did you know that as a member of TESOL-SPAIN you can:
receive a newsletter every month - and get access to past editions
attend our monthly webinars - and catch up on the recordings of past sessions
receive a copy of the Collected Papers
attend regional events at discounted prices
get discounts to join other Teachers' Associations (e.g. IATEFL)
get a six month free trial at the TEFL Development Hub
get a 25% discount on print books from the BEBC bookstore

And in addition this year ...
get continued access to the Whova convention app
check out all the conversations in the Community area
watch all the comvention recordings until September 2021!

Please share the good news with a friend (or
two, or more!) and invite them to join the
TESOL-SPAIN teachers' community!
(click on the logo for more information)
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WORD SPOT: Dr Daniel Brint
- all about conventions...
Imagine you need a word to mean a coming together of individuals who are interested in discussing
and learning about a particular subject — usually a subject in which the individuals have a career
interest or expertise. Ideally, a word that combines shared interests, curiosity, a sense of community,
fresh ideas and inspiring talks.
So, what are your choices. Congress? Sounds too political and old-fashioned perhaps. Conference?
Maybe, but isn’t that just for experts? Annual meeting? Seems a bit vague and also sounds like
something for shareholders. Symposium. Too stuffy (which is ironic as the original Greek symposium
was actually a drunken party.) ‘Event’ has been touted by some organizations, but the term doesn’t
really produce enthusiasm. Happening (too hippy) – Gathering (too sheepish), Get-Together (evocative
of Christmas family conflict.) So that leaves us with convention. A safe bet, if a bit uninspiring, after all,
it’s two letters away from conventional*.

And what about the people who attend? Again, it’s a motley lexical crew – attendees, participants (very
dry), delegate (too political), punters (too informal). One might conclude that English needs a new word
to do the job of convention or congress and the people who go to them. Suggestions on a postcard
please
*Having dug a little deeper into usage, I was surprised to see that the term convention peaked in the
1920’s (perhaps due to the rise in political and social groups) but is now only used a little more than
congress, which has never been a widely used term. (Source:Google Ngram compare annual
convention, annual congress).
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Collected Papers 2020
TESOL-SPAIN's first online publication of the Collected Papers brings you a compilation of 16 articles on a variety
of key issues in the world of English Language Teaching. Topics range from poetry to online teacher training, from
creative writing to CLIL, from working with ADHD to content assessment in bilingual programs. There's definitely
something for every teacher and for every teaching context!
A Word from the Editors
During this year’s Annual National Convention TESOLSPAIN announced the publication of its TESOL-SPAIN
Collected Papers 2020. The publication of a selection of
articles from the convention, newsletter and other
contributions is one of the regular services we provide
for our members, and, in line with our environmental
policy, this year’s edition is an online rather than a paper
one. We hope to reduce our carbon footprint, in
addition to making the publication more accessible.
Inside the Collected Papers, you’ll find teaching
reflections, practical articles on classroom resources and
more academic contributions including research in
relevant areas.
The Collected Papers have been, and still are, a symbol of
who TESOL-SPAIN is as an association: a network of
volunteers who feel that a community of practice for
language professionals is enriching because it allows us
all to share our knowledge and experience. Our
publication reflects the diversity of our members: It
covers all sectors from infant to adult education,
including teachers, teacher trainers, researchers,
materials writers, school managers and many more. This
is who we want to be: a professional community that is
open, inclusive and diverse, and this is what the Collected
Papers 2020 represent for me. It’s been a privilege and a
pleasure to be part of the team of editors and to be able
to read all contributions in depth and at length. Thanks
to all contributors, to Mayte Diego for the beautiful
design, to Rebecca and the rest of the editorial team and
to all of you who have made this possible.
I hope you’ll find the Collected Papers both enjoyable and
instructive.
Birgit Strotmann
TESOL-SPAIN
Universidad Pontificia de Comillas

Click on the cover to download the Collected Papers 2020
from the TESOL-SPAIN members' area!
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Coming up soon!
TESOL-SPAIN April Webinar
Mediation tasks and strategies.
Practical tips for the ELT and CLIL classroom
Riccardo Chiappini
Friday, April 23, 11am
In this webinar we will look at some of the most useful activities and strategies for ELT and CLIL students to
mediate texts, concepts and communication. Together, we will analyse a series of relevant tasks and
extrapolate the strategies that our primary and secondary students need to use, or need scaffolding for, and
then reapply, to complete each one of them. We will also see how most of the activities we already run in
class, or find in our ELT or CLIL course book, can be easily and minimally tweaked for us to help our students
develop useful mediation strategies.
Riccardo Chiappini is an ELT materials writer and teacher trainer
based in Madrid. On top of mediation, his main interests are 21st
century skills, exam material development and the practical application
of the CEFR to the ELT and CLIL classroom. He has developed print and
digital content on mediation as well as exam materials for major
publishers and institutions, such as Oxford University Press and the
Spanish Ministry of Education, and he regularly contributes to ELT blogs
and magazines, such as Macmillan’s Advancing Learning and Pavillion’s
MET and ETp. Most recently, he has been co-authoring a resource book
of mediation activities for DELTA Publishing.
Click on the poster to sign up for the webinar.
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BOOK FOR REVIEW
Using Drills in English Language Teaching
Tony Penston
About the book
This book helps teachers at all levels to be sure of why, how and when to
have students repeat, even when not to insist on it. A brief history of
drilling is followed by examples of bad and good drilling, a seven-point
rationale, demonstrations of how to drill according to communicative
language teaching principles, nine interesting activities and a compact
lesson plan. Context is key, and this maxim resonates throughout,
especially in the author’s exhortations to draw on the whiteboard (WB) –
including the online WB – with light-hearted examples and accompanying
classroom discourse. This is another compact yet concise work in the
author’s typically informal and entertaining style.
If you would like a copy of this book (in pdf version or in a hard copy) to
review for the TESOL-SPAIN e-Newsletter, send your contact details to
tesolspainpublications@gmail.com and I’ll put you in contact with the
author.

About the author

Tony Penston is a semi-retired teacher, writer and publisher. His
love of travelling and experiencing other cultures saw him teach
in places as distant as Mexico, China and Oman, not to mention
starting in Iran. He returned to settle down in his beloved
Emerald Isle some time ago, where he continued teaching and
teacher training, but also enjoyed writing. He self-published his
first book, A Concise Grammar for English Language Teachers,
because it was turned down by the major publishing houses, but
since then his other publications on History, Phonetics and
Drilling have been self-published "because I like it that way."
Tony agrees that his writing style would not pass a strict editor's
eye, but he makes no concession when giving priority to
readability and maybe a little entertainment along the way. For
example, his example sentences in the new edition of his
grammar book (out next year) of some and any include I keep
some energy drinks on the bottom shelf for when I'm feeling low,
and There's rarely any trouble with proper nouns

.And in his Drills book, Hére's T-Réx, he'll éat you úp -- Gíve him a drínk from a páper cúp (lines from a Jazz Chant).
Tony obviously has no desire to search through authentic examples from corpora - "boring". He does, though, in
his Drills book, include data from the Corpus of Contemporary American English when discussing the choice of ing form or the infinitive.
Tony has recently stepped into ‘septuagenarianhood’, but says he has three more books in him before he fully
retires to his singing interests and Irish music pubs, and wife and family (yes, that should be better ordered).
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Call for Speakers for two online
ELT events in Moldova
Dear colleagues, partners and affiliates - Greetings from the sunny Moldova!
We hope that this email finds you well and also hope that this email will make you feel even better!
Moldovan English Teachers' Association (META-Molodva) organises 2 large online events, for English Language
Teachers from Moldova and neighbourhood countries and we will be extremely happy to have you as our special
guest-speakers for one of these events.....or for both of them, why not?!
Please click on the pictures below to see the details and find the speakers' registration forms which you can
complete. The links are taking you to our website, so it is secure to access even if your browser may restrict it.
If you know some of your colleagues who would like to participate, feel free to disseminate the invitation.
Thank you in advance and if you have any suggestions, ideas and questions, please feel free to contact us.
Best wishes,
META Administrative Board

ASOCIACIÓN ENSEÑANZA BILINGÚE
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS
Ponente: Dra . Marisa Pérez Cañado – Universidad de Jaén
Título:

Diversity, inclusion, and elitism in CLIL: What’s the story?

Abstract: This talk will focus on one of the most hotly debated issues affecting Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL) at present: diversity, inclusion, and elitism in bilingual programs. Through a variant of the game “20
Questions”, it will showcase fifteen of the most common queries which are at present being tossed back and forth
on this front and will employ empirical evidence from the latest investigations on the topic (cf.
www.adibeproject.com) to address them. It will also discuss the broader take-aways and the chief pedagogical
implications which these findings have for the different stakeholders, and make available a broad array of
materials, technological resources, and teacher development options to continue addressing the challenge of
diversity in CLIL in the immediate future.
Fecha:
Jueves 15 de abril de 2021, a las 18:00 horas
Inscripción: FORMULARIO DE INSCRIPCIÓN o en la web www.ebspain.es
¡NO TE LO PIERDAS!
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World Earth Day April 22

EARTHDAY.ORG is proud to support the development of climate literacy around the
world through policy and resource development. Our Climate and Environmental
Literacy campaign works to achieve mandatory climate education in every school
around the world to ensure that the next generation has the skills and knowledge
they need to be sustainably minded entrepreneurs, voters, parents and every day
citizens. You can support this campaign by signing our letter to the UNFCCC to
demand action from global leaders, and use our Climate Literacy Communications
Toolkit to advocate for climate education policy in your community. We also work to
provide educators and students with innovative resources to help build climate and
civic literacy and spark grassroot change making! Check out our Education Resource
Library to explore toolkits, timelines, advocacy packets and ideas on how to be active
on Earth Day and all year long. Find out more about our 2021 Restore Our Earth
Campaigns and register your Earth Day activities on our global action map!
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La información contenida en este mensaje y/o archivo(s) adjunto(s), enviada desde TESOL - SPAIN
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), es confidencial/privilegiada y está destinada a ser
leída sólo por la(s) persona(s) a la(s) que va dirigida. Le recordamos que sus datos han sido incorporados
en el sistema de tratamiento de TESOL - SPAIN (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) y
que siempre y cuando se cumplan los requisitos exigidos por la normativa, usted podrá ejercer sus
derechos de acceso, rectificación, limitación de tratamiento, supresión, portabilidad y
oposición/revocación, en los términos que establece la normativa vigente en materia de protección de
datos, dirigiendo su petición a Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4 Nº13, 41018,
Sevilla o bien a través de correo electrónico: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ;tsantana44@gmail.com.
Si usted lee este mensaje y no es el destinatario señalado, el empleado o el agente responsable de
entregar el mensaje al destinatario, o ha recibido esta comunicación por error, le informamos que está
totalmente prohibida, y puede ser ilegal, cualquier divulgación, distribución o reproducción de esta
comunicación, y le rogamos que nos lo notifique inmediatamente y nos devuelva el mensaje original a
la dirección arriba mencionada. Gracias
The contents of this message, as well as the contents of any attachments sent by TESOL-SPAIN
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), are addressed exclusively to the addressee(s) and
may contain privileged or confidential information. We hereby inform you that the personal data
contained in this document, including any contact information, is protected in accordance with the
General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) and other current legislation regarding the protection of
personal data. We remind you that TESOL-SPAIN (teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages)
will process the data in order to manage the relationship you have with us. The data will be retained
while the purpose for which it was collected is maintained. You can request access to your personal data
at any time. You also have the right to request the correction, cancellation, copying or deletion of your
personal data; for this you must contact Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4
Nº13, 41018 Sevilla, or by email to: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ; tsantana44@gmail.com.
Access to this information by persons other than those designated is not authorised. If you are not the
indicated recipient, you are hereby notified that the use, disclosure and/or copying of the contents of the
message without authorisation is prohibited under current legislation. If you have received this message
in error, please inform the sender immediately by email, copy the original message to the email address
mentioned above and proceed to delete the mail received.
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